Portland Friends Meeting Newsletter
Fifth Month, 2018
Meeting for Worship: Sundays 10:30a
Adult Education: 8:45a, 2nd and 4th Sundays
First Day School: 10:45a, 2nd and 4th Sundays

1837 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103
portlandfriendsmeeting.org
207-200-6544

Connections
Co-Clerks
Jennifer Frick 939-1312
Lea Sutton 642-2327

Treasurer, Contributions
Sue Nelson 391-6116
60 Shadagee Road, #2
Saco, ME 04072

Treasurer, Operating Account
Sue Nelson (pro tempore)
(207)329-0232
suenelson313@gmail.com

“Speak with your own, authentic voice, using the terms true to your experience.
Encourage and welcome others to do the same. Hearing truth as others understand it is
a way of deepening your own faith. Oﬀer the message you are given in simplicity and
sincerity, dispensing with preamble, apology, or justification.”
Faith and Practice Revision Second Draft: “Advices on Worship.” 2006, NEYM Advance
Documents, pp. 24-5

Calendar
May 18-20

Junior Yearly Meeting Retreat, Woolman Hill, Deerfield, MA

June 10

Last day of First Day School
Rise of Meeting, community group photo followed by followed by
First Day School End of Year Celebration (all Meeting invited!)

Chris Beach 741-2940
Elizabeth Szatkowski 772-1774

June 15-17

Junior High Yearly Meeting Retreat, Westport Meeting

Ministry and Counsel

July 1

5pm Summer schedule for Meeting for Worship begins

Pastoral Care Coordinator

Every Sunday: 10:30a Meeting for Worship

Treasurer, Special Funds
Sara Jane Elliot 749-9706

Special Needs Funds

Christina Davis 518-0784

Childcare Coordinator

1st Sunday:

9a Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business (all welcome)

Susan Grannell 401-413-5951
grannell8@gmail.com

2nd and 4th Sundays:

8:45a Adult Religious Education
10:45a First Day School

Religious Education

2nd-5th Sundays:

10-10:20a Intergenerational singing

2nd Saturday:

5-8p Youngish adults potluck
Bart Czyz, btczyz@gmail.com, 207 899 5937

Adult: Sandi Jensen 207-839-2372
Judy Spross 617-872-8817
Youth: Luke Hankins 207-200-6042
Youth Religious Education Coordinator:
Anne Payson 781-2501

Use of the Meetinghouse
Lise Wagner 232-1778
lise.r.wagner@gmail.com

e-group coordinator
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com
Newsletter submissions
Heather Denkmire
pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

Address change details
Dennis Redfield
dennis.lee.redfield@gmail.com

Join First Day School on Sunday, June 10
Year End Celebration - Group Photo of Meeting Community
The last First Day School class is on June 10 at 10:45. At the rise of meeting
we will take an outdoor group photograph of the entire meeting, and then
play some FUN games with the children, like the tug of peace and the
balloon toss, and have social time. We will end by 1 PM.
Please bring finger food to share...we provide the ice cream, watermelon,
and antics.
If you can't stay for the games, please at least plan on being part of the
group photo!

Portland Friends Meeting
Meeting for Business
May 6, 2018
We began in silent worship at 9:00 a.m. with 13 members and attenders present, during which co-clerk Jennifer Frick
read from Faith and Practice Revision Second Draft: “Advices on Worship.” 2006, NEYM Advance Documents, pp. 24-5,
which begins:
“Speak with your own, authentic voice, using the terms true to your experience.”
1. Minutes The February 2018 minutes were accepted.
2. Treasurer’s Report and Endowment Update Report
Treasurer’s Report
Sue Nelson presented the April Treasurer’s report one third of the way through the year. Here is the summary for the
month of April as well as the Year-to-Date:
April:
Income: $5,280
Expenses: $4,738
Balance: $542
Year-to-Date:
Income: $19,024
Expenses: $20,714
Balance: ($1,690).

Quick Summary of Income and Expenses
4 month — 33% of 2018
Year-to-date Income
Percent of Budget

$19,024
29%

Year-to-date Expenses
Percent of Budget

$20,714
31%

Balance

($1,690)

Friends accepted the Treasurer’s report.
3. Ministry and Counsel Kirk Read reported for the committee and announced the transfer to Portland Friends Meeting of
the membership of Sue Reilly from Lewiston Friends Meeting.
We accepted the transfer.
4. Communications Review Committee Arthur Fink reported for the Committee in regard to the installation of wifi capability
at the Meetinghouse. The desirability of wifi has grown stronger in recent months, both as a plus for renters, and as a
need for children of Family Promise guests trying to do their homework. In addition, wifi would help retreats and other
programs which use streaming to present materials.
The Committee is looking into obtaining wifi services at a reasonable cost, with good performance and speed, and
consistent with social responsibility (accessibility for all as opposed to favoring some). The cost will be approximately $60
per month for a month. This cost will rise to $85 or so in a year. At the moment, it appears that Spectrum (formerly Time
Warner) will be the recommended provider. A logical point of entry would be in the library. It might be necessary to buy
equipment for the interior of the building to make wifi accessible in other areas. The cost for further equipment is
estimated at $200. We could change from Spectrum in the future if a company which supports net neutrality becomes
able to provide satisfactory services.
The committee asks that we authorize entry into an agreement with Spectrum and be able to spend the money to
establish a wife connection soon. Discussion focused on coming up with more precise identification of the funds to pay
for the installation and service, and coordination with Buildings and Grounds as it affects the building.
We approved taking steps to enter into an agreement with Spectrum, but at the same time seek information on how much
money will be involved and coordination with Buildings and Grounds, and how the wifi would be administered.
Communications has $700 in their budget line, some of which is already committed to other uses. This would be the first
place to go to finance wifi. Buildings and Grounds may also have funds available for the installation. Because wifi is
essentially another utility, there will probably be a new line under Meetinghouse expenses for wifi in the 2019 budget.
The Communications Review Committee will present a more detailed proposal at Meeting for Business for June.
(cont-)
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(minutes continued from page 2)

5. Summer and Fall Dates. It is recommended that evening meeting for worship at 5 p.m. start on Sunday July 1, to be
followed by a potluck supper. This will continue through September 2nd of Labor Day Weekend. Morning worship at
10:30 will resume Sunday, September 9. Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business will occur on July 29
following the potluck summer.
Friends approved this schedule.
6. Family Promise Ann Dodd-Collins reported.
Financial Oversight is aware that they will need to add a line item to next year’s budget to cover the actual cost of our
commitment to the GPFP program.
Ann is compiling the information that Financial Oversight will need to determine what the line item should be, that is,
what costs need to be covered by the meeting in general. She is also gathering information on what the expenses to
our members/attenders have been.
June 24 is our next date to host. Sign-ups will be activated next Sunday.
7. Falmouth Quarter. Ann Dodd-Collins reported. She and Lise Wagner represented PFM. There were 16 people there.
The process to lay down Lewiston Monthly Meeting was approved. It will require several years. Also approved were the
transfer of Sue Reilly to PFM, the denominational endorsement of Elizabeth Szatkowski, and the appointment pf Nathan
Broaddus to the corporate board of Beacon Hill Friends House.
We are asked to hold in the Light all those involved in the process of laying down Lewiston Monthly Meeting.
The Quarterly Meeting minutes are attached to these minutes so that Friends can review the actions taken.
We closed at 10:12 a.m., with 21 members and attenders present, purposing to meet again at 9:00 on June 3,
God willing.
Respectfully submitted,
Lyn Ballou
Co-Recording Clerk

Falmouth Quarterly Meeting
April 28, 2018
Gathering at Brunswick Meeting
9:30am – 12pm
FQ2018 – 13. Attending: Marian Dalton, Betsy Muench and Roy Rike, Sally Skillman and Karen Tilbor from
Brunswick Meeting; Leslie Manning, Sarah Sprogell and Margaret Wentworth from Durham Meeting; Christine
Holden and Sue Reilly from Lewiston Meeting; Sarah Cushman, Ann Dodd-Collins, Elizabeth Szatkowski (after
worship) and Lise Wagner from Portland Meeting; Louise Sandmeyer from Southern Maine Meeting; Ann
Armstrong from Midcoast Meeting attended as a prayerful presence.
FQ2018 – 14. Marian Dalton served as clerk and Sarah Sprogell served as recording clerk.
FQ2018 – 15. Clerk Marian Dalton opening the meeting with introductions, followed by a period of gathered
worship, out of which State of Society reports from Durham, Windham, Portland and Southern Maine were read.
FQ2018 – 16. Minutes from the January meeting were approved.
(cont-)
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(Falmouth Quarterly Meeting minutes continued from page 3)

FQ2018 – 17. Leslie Manning presented the Treasurer’s Report, which was accepted with gratitude.
a.The checking account balance is $192.47
b.The savings account balance is $982.12
c.Planned disbursements of approximately $400 will be made in the fall.
d.Since we are in the midst of a Sabbath Year, it was recommended that no collection be taken today.
FQ2018 – 18. Leslie Manning, as part of an Ad Hoc Committee, clerked the portion of the meeting discussing the
concerns of Lewiston Monthly Meeting.
a.She reviewed that over the past year, there has been only two active members attending
meetings for worship, with some exceptions for visitors; one of whom has now requested transferring to
another meeting. Further, no one has stepped forward as clerk for 2018.
b.In March of this year, the meeting was notified that Bates College would no longer be able to
provide the meeting with a room for worship after the end of this school year. This circumstance was
reported to LMM members and attenders in the April Newsletter. A new space will need to be found for the
fall; the meeting does not gather during the summer.
c.There was a 75% response to a survey sent out to request feedback, concerns and desires of
current members and attenders. Many of the members of the original worship group in Lewiston still feel
connected, although most do not attend for a variety of reasons. There is sadness at the diminishment of the
meeting, but some are willing to continue to meet somewhere in the Lewiston-Auburn area.
d.The Ad Hoc Committee recommends that Falmouth Quarter take over the business actions
necessary for Lewiston Meeting given there is no clerk; that the Quarter consider beginning the process of
laying down Lewiston Monthly Meeting; that the Ad Hoc Committee find a new meeting location for worship
opportunities beginning this fall 2018; and that the Quarter consider creating a Lewiston Worship Group
under the care of Durham Meeting, to begin in the fall of 2019.
FQ2018 – 19. Leslie’s presentation and proposal was considered and held by the gathered group for a period of
worship sharing. A number of Friends spoke from the waiting worship:
a.One Friend spoke of a similar process at another meeting. With that situation, the process
served to open a way for members to feel more spiritually fruitful.
b.This circumstance was unexpectedly emotionally powerful for one Friend, who had grown up
in the Lewiston Worship Group; this Friend was appreciative of the suggestions for a way forward.
c.The valiant efforts of Lewiston Friends who kept moving forward through difficult times was
acknowledged and honored.
d.It was observed that a re-formed worship group could have the potential of inviting new
growth.
e.One Friend wondered if there might there be a way to honor and celebrate the past
experiences, efforts and spiritual life of the meeting, as well as the sadness.
f.Another Friend offered that other meetings in the Quarter may benefit from this discussion.
FQ2018 – 20. We approved a minute that Falmouth Quarter begin the process of laying down Lewiston
Meeting; that Falmouth Quarter carry on any business matters necessary; that the FQ Ad Hoc Committee
work with Lewiston to locate a site or sites for worship opportunities for the fall 2018; and that the Quarter
remain open to the idea of establishing a worship group in Lewiston under the care of Durham Monthly
Meeting of Friends as way opens, and following the guidelines of NEYM Faith and Practice.
(cont-)
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(Falmouth Quarterly Meeting minutes continued from page 4)

FQ2018 – 21. We approved a minute for a letter of transfer of membership for Susan Reilly from Lewiston
Meeting to Portland Meeting.
FQ2018 – 22. We approved the disbursement of funds necessary from Lewiston Monthly Meeting to Bates
College, in payment for the use of their meeting room.
FQ2018 – 23. Ad Hoc Committee members are Leslie Manning, Martha Hinshaw Sheldon, and Marian Dalton.
Christine Holden would like to be included in this group, serving ex-officio, as the current recording clerk for
LMM.
FQ2018 – 24. Lewiston Meeting will continue to hold meeting for worship Bates College through June 3, 2018.
FQ2018 – 25. Elizabeth Szatkowski of Portland Meeting requested that we approve a Denominational
Endorsement of her gifts as a pastoral counselor. She has seasoned this request by working through a clearness
committee established by Ministry and Counsel of Portland Meeting, which heartily supported this request and has
also established an on-going support committee for Elizabeth. Elizabeth spoke of her vast experience working with
individuals and families as a social worker, working with homeless and low income youth, and with people
struggling with mental health issues; she was involved with the founding of Portland Friends School and has
worked with NEYM on the permanent board as well as with youth programs; she has recently been drawn to
hospice work, and sees this as a continuation of the unfolding of her life’s work. It is specifically her work with
hospice that has prompted her request at this time.
FQ2018 – 26. We enthusiastically approved a minute of Denominational Endorsement for Elizabeth
Szatkowski as a pastoral counselor. We further request that Elizabeth’s support committee report back to
the Quarter annually, on their review and support of her work.
FQ2018 – 27. We approved the appointment of Nathan Broaddus to the corporate board of Beacon Hill
Friends House, to replace Sarah Cushman who is stepping down. We appreciate and affirm Sarah’s service for
the past four years on this board, and offer Nathan our faith that he will enjoy and benefit from his upcoming
service.
FQ2018 – 28. We closed the meeting with gratitude for all present, joining hands in affirmation of our work
together.
Next Meetings:
July 28 – possibly at Southern Maine – to worship and share fellowship.
Oct 27 – possibly at Windham – to approve the calendar and budget for 2019. It was noted this date is
in conflict with the next Living Faith Gathering, to be held in CT.
It was suggested we could consider combining the All Maine Gathering in 2019 with that year’s
Living Faith Gathering in the spring.
We did not name a regular clerk or recording clerk for the Quarter, therefore we will continue to
appoint these roles per each meeting. However, we recognize that work is rising within the Quarter, and thus
we remain open to the leadings and openings of the Spirit, to form us and carry us forward with the Light as
our Guide.
Respectfully Submitted by Sarah Sprogell
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Contemplative Writing Prompts from Adult
Religious Education: Quotes on Racial Justice
quotes shared during ARE classes will be shared
over the next few issues of our newsletter
“For those who have seen the Earth from space,
and for the hundreds and perhaps thousands
more who will, the experience most certainly
changes your perspective. The things that we
share in our world are far more valuable than
those which divide us.” —Donald Williams

Lise and Doug Wagner visited Haverford College over April break,
having lunch with junior member Caroline McKeon. Caroline is about
to graduate from Haverford and looks forward to coming home and
to meeting!

Old Cormorant
Diverting attention from the warblers this year,
unmoving, silent, with back to binoculars,
a lone ;ixture at the end of turtle log,
intent on ignoring a ;lock of watchers.
Black feathers like a coat worn through
too many winters, fading to brown --no courting crest for this old bird --age and injury have slowed him down.
“Broken wing,” some say, “but yet can swim.”
“Catching ;ish,” some note, “and in this small pond.”
Does the bird recall his rivers of youth,
his days in the swells of ocean beyond?
Some want to help and summon the warden,
but rescue seems not to be in his plan.
He feels for this bird this summer, this setting
is doing the very best that he can.
And some among us who also grow old
hope that our caretakers too will see
the skills that remain, the wiles of a lifetime
and while we can manage, will let us be.
submitted by Muriel Allen
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“I am where I am because of the bridges that I
crossed. Sojourner Truth was a bridge. Harriet
Tubman was a bridge. Ida B. Wells was a bridge.
Madame C.J. Walker was a bridge. Fannie Lou
Hamer was a bridge.” —Oprah Winfrey
“I destroy my enemies when I make them my
friends.” —Abraham Lincoln
“I hate racial discrimination most intensely and
all its manifestations. I have fought all my life; I
fight now, and will do so until the end of my
days. Even although I now happen to be tried
by one, whose opinion I hold in high esteem, I
detest most.” —Nelson Mandela
“I keep my ideals, because in spite of
everything I still believe that people are really
good at heart.” —Anne Frank
“I look at an ant and I see myself: a native South
African, endowed by nature with a strength
much greater than my size so I might cope with
the weight of a racism that crushes my spirit.”
—Miyomoto Musashi
“I plan to stand by nonviolence, because I have
found it to be a philosophy of life that regulates
not only my dealings in the struggle for racial
justice, but also my dealings with people, and
with my own self.” —Martin Luther King Jr.
“I wish they would only take me as I am.”
—Vincent Van Gogh
“I would like to believe that the discovery of
even a single fossil bacteria on Mars would
teach us what we ought to know all along, and
that is what binds us here on earth - all the
diverse peoples here - is really much more
profound than what seems to separate us.”
—Richard Berendzen
(cont-)

Dear Friends,
As you may know our family sponsored /adopted a young man named Abdi Iftin. We have known him since 2009 in
Mogadishu Somalia and through many adventures from Mogadishu to Nairobi Kenya and then as a winner of the
Diversity visa lottery to Yarmouth ME. He arrived here in 2014 and has made his way brilliantly with work and school.
You may have heard part of his story on This American Life in 2015 called “Abdi and the Golden Ticket” (https://
www.thisamericanlife.org/560/abdi-and-the-golden-ticket) He is a gifted storyteller and now his book “Call me
American” will be published on June 20 by Knopf.
Abdi will be touring with the book and meeting
people all over the US. Just before the release he
will be interviewed on Maine Calling on 6/18 from
1-2P with Jennifer Rooks. There will be many talks
and features here in Maine with Abdi.
Even more exciting is the surprising and joyful news
that his brother Hassan Iftin (with wife and 3
children) have been approved to resettle in Toronto
Canada with the substantial help of members of the
Timothy Eaton Memorial Church Refugee Program
(https://www.temc.ca/refugee). These
arrangements were made by a Quaker woman, Erin
Bumgarner and her family in Cambridge MA and
the rest of us called “Team Hassan”. Our hopes to reunite the family in the US were dashed after the 2016 election so
we moved his papers to Canada. There are a lot of details between here and there and we were given reason to hope
in a long-term distant sort of way that they might be able to resettle Hassan in four years. That was six months ago and
then, suddenly, something went right. It is possible they may be moving in soon. We will be raising funds to help the
family via GoFundme and will share those details if anyone is willing to help.
Hassan’s wife Nasra will deliver her 3rd child then, Inshallah, their family will pick up and move to Toronto.
It is an unimaginable change in their lives and there are so many kind people helping out. Here is a photos of Abdi and
Hassan from 2014 when Abdi was leaving Nairobi for Maine. Abdi is the man on the left and Hassan on the right.
—Sharon McDonnell

Adult Religious Education
Upcoming classes
May 27, 2018 (Memorial Day Weekend) no
class
June 10, 2018 To be determined but likely
our traditional final meeting of eliciting
feedback and ideas for the next year.
Let us hear from you!

Woodland Rose Wheel, painting by Mihku Paul-Anderson,
Maliseet Artist/Writer/Poet, Portland, ME mihkupaul@gmail.com
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We welcome your feedback. Is there a
discussion you'd like to facilitate? A topic we
should consider? Are you curious about
joining our committee next year. Feel free to
reach out to any member at meeting or send
an e-mail to Judy at jaspross@gmail.com or
call her at 207-775-2570 (home) or
617-872-8817 (cell).

Changes in the Quaker Stamp Project
The report in the April newsletter about the Quaker Stamp Project should be updated as follows.
Earl Walker, who accepted the stamps for many years, is retiring from that position and the project is being passed on to
Indianapolis First Friends and the RSWR office. This is the current information about the stamp program going forward, sent
directly from the Right Sharing of World Resources Office (note that we will continue to collect stamps at PFM as before in a
manilla envelope on the table in the parlor—see instructions below. Albums that wouldn't fit should follow the guidelines
below):
The stamp project is happy to accept used stamps of many types from all over the world. Please note that while in the past
we have accepted and sold collectibles in addition to stamps, we are now only able to process and sell stamps. In order
for the stamps to be salable, please follow these guidelines:
USA stamps: Cut or carefully tear the corner bearing the stamp(s) from the body
of the envelope. If more than one stamp has been used for postage, remove
the stamps as a group on the paper (do not remove separately). Leave a border
of 1/8-1/4 inch around the stamp or group of stamps. Stamps must be
cancelled.
Especially desirable are: Harry Potter or other popular culture stamps
(television, movies, singers, comic books, etc.); Stamps bearing values greater
than 50 cents; Zazzle and personalized stamps; All "Forever" stamps, the more
recent the more valuable; Stamps in sets and series issued after 2000.
Please DO NOT SEND: USA flag stamps, USA nonprofit stamps, or USA stamps
from mail sent before 2000. These cannot be profitably sold.
What about stamp albums? Yes, we have a stamp collector that is seeking
albums and the collections may be specific or random --- all welcomed.
We recommend that you remove any heavy album covers off and send just the pages (or remove the loose leaf pages from
the ring binder). This will save postage and space. We suggest mailing in a box by regular mail. Priority mail is not required
but with the flat rate boxes, it may be more economical depending on the size and weight of your album pages. Any
presorting of the album pages (e.g. series, Disney, non-profit, foreign, classics, etc.) would be appreciated.
Stamps for Right Sharing

for questions contact:

Indianapolis First Friends

Right Sharing of World Resources Office

3030 Kessler Blvd. East Drive

(765) 966-0314

Indianapolis, IN 46220

rswr@rswr.org

Portland Friends Meeting Email Lists
Our Meeting has two email lists, sometimes referred to as “google groups.” The first list is “PFM Life of the Meeting,” for
items directly related to Portland Friends Meeting or the wider Quaker world. The second is “PFM Wider Community,” for any
items of interest from the PFM community to share.
To send an announcement to PFM Life of the Meeting, email pfm-life-of-the-meeting@googlegroups.com.
To send an announcement to PFM Wider Community, email pfm-wider-community@googlegroups.com.
Some guidelines:
• make the subject line of your email the subject line that will go out to the list;
• only include text to be sent to the list, do not include notes to the moderator; messages should be sent exactly as you
want them to appear on the list.
Please note: the sender of a message will not receive a copy of the message after it has been approved and sent to the list.
Most messages are approved within 1-2 hours, all are addressed (usually approved) within 24 hours.
For technical support or for any questions related to the lists please feel free to email pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com.
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Deepen your involvement with Racial Justice
Poor People’s Campaign Rally — May 14, 2pm
The kick off for Maine’s participation in the National Poor People’s
Campaign will be a rally in Augusta at 2 pm at the Maine State House
on May 14th. This is part of a National call for Moral Revival that is
calling attention to Child Poverty, Women, People with Disabilities and
Racism. It supports a moral movement to unite the poor,
disenfranchised and marginalized to take action together and become
what Dr. King called “a new and unsettling force in our complacent
national life.” For more information contact
maine@poorpeoplescampaign.org

May 17: Join our webinar

Beyond Diversity 101 5 day workshop
Niyonu Spann (Philadelphia Yearly Meeting) and Lisa Graustein
(Beacon Hill Meeting, MA) are co-leading a 5-day intensive workshop
to name and transform internalized, interpersonal, and structural
patterns of white supremacy and racism. This Beyond Diversity 101
Race workshop will be offered July 6–10 in Chester, CT. Some
equalization funds are available for Friends from NEYM. More
information about the workshop is available here at https://
www.bd101.org/race?mc_cid=85c77eb47a&mc_eid=a3dc7e9ada or
Contact Lisa@neym.org for information about equalization funds.

This month on AFSC’s Sanctuary Everywhere
webinar on May 17th from 8:30 to 10:00 p.m.
ET, we will examine policing. The staff of
Critical Resistance will walk us through their
powerful police abolition workshop, in which
they define policing, examine the timeline
and history of the police, practice interrupting
individual instances of police harassment of
folks in the community, and consider policy
interventions. To register go www.afsc.org/
onlineactions

Quakers and Climate Change — Worldwide
The Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO) has created a "resource portal" of Quakers and climate change action where
Friends can download publications and hear what other Friends are doing around the world—in their spiritual lives, their
communities, national campaigns, and international efforts.
If you wish to share a climate change/sustainability related publication, poster, news of an event or photo of Quaker action,
please send it for posting onto the portal. The portal site will be linked to the websites of Quakers In the World (QITW,
under sustainability), and Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC).
Seeking 3 or 4 people to join me in gaining
skills to engage in productive conversations
concerning racism and white privilege. Call
or e-mail Dorothy Grannell 207-233-6587,
stemp41@gmail.com
(See event details on page 10)
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Portland Friends Meeting
1837 Forest Ave
Portland, ME 04103

Address Service Requested

Next newsletter deadline:
Tuesday, June 5, 11:59pm
submissions: pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

